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ABSTRACT 
 
Research on purely inductive models for traffic flow description and forecasting has started 
at the beginning of the eighties. Till recently, this kind of methods were univariate in nature, 
that is for the prediction of the future state of traffic at a specific site only information from 
this site was taken into account and were used only for short term forecasting purposes. In 
recent studies, multivariate models that combine information from neighboring sites have 
been used and proved to forecast better from univariate models. Furthermore, multivariate 
models describe the spatiotemporal evolution of traffic flow whereas univariate models 
describe only the temporal evolution and may be used for scenario analysis (i.e. 
quantification of the effects of a change in traffic flow at a specific place to downstream 
locations) that is they may serve for control purposes.  
In this short paper, we present how the most significant aspects of a road network topology 
may be incorporated into a vector autoregressive model to result a space-time model that 
may be used for the description of the traffic flow of a road network as a whole. In the full 
paper, we use 7,5 minute volume and occupancy measurements from urban arterial streets 
near downtown Athens, to develop models that feed on data from upstream detectors to 
describe the flow at downstream locations. Model stability for different time periods of the 
day and different months of the year is checked and a comparative study of various 
inductive methods concerning short term forecasting performance also takes place.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Urban traffic congestion necessitates the existence of systems for traffic flow monitoring, 
prediction and control. In numerous big cities, loop detectors, video cameras, radar systems 
and probe vehicles monitor the flow. Various inductive techniques have been applied to data 
coming from the aforementioned sources the last twenty years. Specifications have ranged 
from non-parametric regression (Davis & Nihan 1991), regression with time varying 
coefficients (Rice & Van Swet 2001), Kalman filtering (Whittaker 1997) to neural networks 
(van Lint & Hoogerdoorn 2002).  
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Application of time series techniques was a natural consequence since in econometrics, 
where these techniques are widely applied, there are high prediction accuracy needs and 
worse data from both qualitative and quantitative perspectives comparing to traffic flow 
problems. Initially, univariate ARIMA models were used to predict the future behavior of a 
given location from its historical data (Williams Durvasula & Brown, 1997, Lee & Fambro, 
1999) and more recently multivariate models were applied to predict the future state of a site 
taking past information from itself and its neighbors (Williams, 2001, Stathopoulos & 
Karlaftis, 2002) and proved to be superior to univariate methods as far as short term 
forecasting is concerned. A significant argument in favor of multivariate methods is that 
they can be used for control purposes since they give (under some simplifying assumptions) 
one the opportunity to assess the effects of changes in traffic flows at specific locations to 
their neighbors. Another advantage is the ease in implementation for most methods through 
commercial software as SAS or MATLAB and the feasibility of dynamic representation of 
continuously refreshed predictions for short time intervals. 
 
The present paper concentrates on developing flexible and explicitly multivariate time series 
models that account for the characteristics of the network topology using core urban area 
loop detector data. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section is a 
brief overview of the Vector Autoregressive time series models that allow for jointly 
considering data from different detectors but cannot incorporate much of the network 
topology in their regular formulation. In the sequel, we concentrate on space-time models 
that can be formulated as restricted vector autoregressive models and focus on their 
implementation to the spatial time series that arise from multiple loop detector data. In the 
full paper we will present an application of the aforementioned techniques to multiple loop 
detector data taken from urban arterial streets near downtown Athens. Finally, a 
comparative study among various univariate and multivariate techniques concerning short 
term forecasting will take place. 
 
 
 
2 METHODOLOGY  

2.1 VECTOR AUOREGRESSIVE MOVING AVERAGE MODELS 
The Vector Autoregressive Moving Average (VARMA) models aim to determine the 
dynamic interactions among multiple time series. The determination refers to the detection, 
quantification and prediction of these dynamic interactions. VARMA models can be viewed 
as a subclass of the State-Space models that are widely used in physics and engineering. The 
State-Space approach models multiple input-multiple output systems and has recently been 
applied to observations from successive loop detectors placed in a single road in an effort to 
optimize short-term traffic flow forecasts  (Stathopoulos & Karlaftis, 2002). VARMA 
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models can be applied to traffic flow data from multiple detectors of a road network in an 
unrestricted form if the aim is the identification of similar traffic flow patterns among 
various roads at different time lags in the past or in a restricted form that indicates for each 
detector the upstream neighbors that serve as inputs (apart from its own past) if the aim is 
the quantification of the output’s dependence to each input at different time lags in the past. 
Weight matrices that mirror the placement of the loop detectors in the network under study 
can be incorporated in a VARMA model to result a Space-Time Autoregressive Moving 
Average (STARMA) model. STARMA models aim to describe and predict multiple 
spatially referenced time series and will be extensively discussed in the next subsection 
since their formulation fits very well to the problem under study.  
 
VARMA processes are distinguished by their autoregressive and moving average orders. 
The p-th autoregressive order, q-th moving average order process is written as  
 

yt = δ + Φ1yt −1 + ... + Φp yt −p + ε t − Θ1ε t −1 − ... − Θqε t −q              (2.1) 

 

where yt = y1t ,..., ykt( )′ ,t = 0,1, ...  denotes a k-dimensional time series vector which in our 

case contains the observations of the k loop detectors under study at time t, εt is a vector 

white noise process with ε t = ε1t ,...,εkt( )′ such that E ε t( )= 0, E ε t ′ ε s( )= 0  for t ≠ s  and 

pt−ΦΦ ,...,1 , Θ1,...,Θ t −q  represent matrices containing unknown coefficients that have to be 

estimated. Thus, a VARMA model regresses present observations to their past and to past 
prediction errors. In practice one first estimates the appropriate order of the model through a 
penalized likelihood information criterion like Akaike’s information criterion or Schwarz 
Bayesian criterion and afterwards proceeds to coefficient estimation through least squares or 
maximum likelihood. Finally the residuals have to be checked on the satisfaction of the 
model hypotheses. Restrictions can be placed to the coefficient matrices to reflect our 
beliefs on dependencies among detectors. Thus, if we want to quantify the dependence of 
detector b to some upstream ones that give information that serve as input we can restrict 
the b-th row of the matrices Φ1, ...,Φt −p , Θ1,...,Θ t −q  to contain zero elements at columns 

that do not correspond to input detectors. VARMA models can easily be implemented the 
last couple of years through commercial software as SAS or MATLAB. For specialized text 
on this concept the reader should consult Lutkerpohl (1987,1993) and Ooms (1994). 
 
2.2 SPACE-TIME MODELS 
A multivariate time series model can be further refined if the process under study exhibits 
systematic dependence between the observations at each location and the observations at 
neighbouring locations. This phenomenon is called “spatial correlation”. Models that 
explicitly attempt to explain these dependencies across space are referred to as space-time 
models. Various formulations have appeared in the literature depending on the form of data 
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and the aim of the application. In this study, we follow the Space Time Autoregressive 
Moving Average (STARMA) approach firstly illustrated by Pfeifer and Deutsch (1980 a, b) 
that can be easily implemented through relatively simple modifications of vector 
autoregressive models (see Giacomini & Granger 2001). 
 
STARMA models are characterized by linear lagged spatiotemporal dependence. Suppose 
the observations )(tzi of the random variable Zi (t), which in our case reflects traffic 

conditions, are available for N spatial locations (i=1,..,N) and T time periods. The 
autoregressive structure of the STARMA model expresses the observations at time t taken 
from the i-th spatial location as a linear combination of past observations taken from 
location i and its neighboring measurement locations. If the same relationship holds for 
every site in the system, the process is said to exhibit spatial stationarity and is thus 
amenable to these forms of space-time models.  
 
Let L( l ) , the spatial lag operator of spatial order l, be such that  
 

L(0)zi(t) = zi(t)

L( l )zi (t) = wij
( l )zj (t)

j =1

N

∑
 

where )(l
ijw  are a set of weights with  

wij
( l ) =1

j =1

N

∑  

for all i and )(l
ijw  nonzero only if sites i and j are lth order neighbors. The matrix 

representation of the set of weights wij
( l)  is )(lW , an N × N  square matrix with each row 

summing to one. For the 1×N  column vector )(tz  that contains the observations 

,,...,1),( Nitzi =  the following relationships hold 

 
L(0)z(t) = W (0)z(t) = Ι N z(t)  

and 
  L( l )z(t) = W ( l )z(t)  for  l>0. 
 
The specification of the form of weights wij

( l)  should reflect the configuration of the road 

network.  Through wij
( l)  one may incorporate the distances of the measurement locations i 

and j, natural barriers, or even the ease in accessibility of site i to site j. First order neighbors 
are those “closest” to the site of interest. Second order neighbors should be “farther” away 
than first order neighbors, but “closer” than third order neighbors (see figure 1). 
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                 Figure 1. First and second order neighbors for site 0. 
 
As in univariate time series, zi(t)  is expressed as a linear combination of past observations 
and errors. Here, however, instead of allowing dependence of zi(t)  only with past 
observations and errors at site i, dependence is allowed with neighboring sites of various 
spatial order. In particular 
 

  zi(t) = φkl L
( l )zi (t − k) − θkl L

( l )ε i t − k( )+ ε i(t)
l =0

mk

∑
k =1

q

∑
l =0

λk

∑
k=1

p

∑                 (2.1) 

 
where p is the autoregressive order, q is the moving average order, kλ is the spatial order of 

the kth autoregressive term, km  is the spatial order of the kth moving average term, klφ  klθ  

are parameters, and the )(tiε  are random normal errors with 

 
  E ε i(t)[ ] = 0   

  E ε i(t)ε j(t + s)[ ]= σ 2  for  i=j, s=0 and 0 otherwise. 

 
The same model in vector form is  
 

  z( t) = φklW
( l )zi (t − k) − θklW

( l)ε t − k( )+ ε(t)
l =0

mk

∑
k =1

q

∑
l = 0

λk

∑
k=1

p

∑            (2.2) 

 
where )(tε are normal with mean zero and  
 

      E ε(t)ε(t + s)[ ] = σ 2Ι N  when  s=0 και 0 otherwise. 
 
In order for the STARMA model to represent a stationary process, one in which the 

covariance structure does not change with time, certain conditions must be met. These 
conditions are called stationarity conditions and require that every ux  that solves  

 

 det xu
pΙ − φklW

( l) xu
p−k

l =0

λ k

∑
k=1

p

∑
 

  

 

  
= 0 
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lies inside the unit circle  ( xu <1). Effectively this requirement serves to determine a region 

of possible φkl  values that will result in a stationary process. For the spatial and temporal 
order identification, analogously to univariate time series, the sample properties of two 
functions, the spatial temporal autocorrelation function and the spatial temporal partial 
autocorrelation function, are examined. For a thorough discussion the reader should consult 
Pfeifer and Deutsch (1980 a, b). 
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